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Report on NARBA’s 2020 
Pricing & Marketing Survey
By Daniel Tregeagle, NC State University
Number of Responses: NARBA’s online 
survey received 215 responses. Of these, 
8 indicated that they are not growing 
caneberries and an additional 80 were 
incomplete or invalid. Results were 
considered incomplete if price data was 
not entered, or if the entered data was a 
clear outlier. The results in this report are 
calculated using the remaining 127 valid 
responses, a roughly 20 percent increase 
from 2018. This survey captures a sample 
of caneberry growers’ experiences, but is 
not designed to be statistically represen-
tative of the North American caneberry 
industry and results should be taken with 
a grain of salt.
Location: Respondents were asked to 
provide their location at the state/prov-
ince level. These responses were grouped 
into regions for privacy and statistical 
purposes. The three regions with the 
highest percentage of responses were 
Midwest–east of the Mississippi (23 
percent), Southeast (20 percent), and 
Southwest/South (19) percent. Canada 

Many thanks to all the members who 
participated in this year’s survey! This 
is a first report, created rapidly in 
order to meet our newsletter deadline. 
A more detailed report from the survey 
will be posted online in the Members 
Only section of the NARBA website. 
Watch for an email announcement.

provided the fewest responses with four 
percent of the total responses. 
What respondents grow: The majority 
of caneberry producers surveyed grow 
blackberries (51 percent), with 20 per-
cent growing raspberries and 29 percent 
growing both. 
Marketing methods: Since we were 
focused on direct-market prices – partly 
because growers have little control over 
prices in wholesale and processing mar-
kets – few large producers participated, 
though quite a few growers (21 percent) 
indicated they sold both wholesale and 
retail. Our survey distinguished between 
“small” wholesale, primarily sales to local 
stores and restaurants and fruit stands, 
and “large” wholesale, or sales to super-
market chains or through major market-
ers. Approximately 54 percent of respon-

dents sold only at retail and 13 percent 
sold only to wholesalers. 

U-Pick was the most popular mar-
keting method, used by over half of both 
types of grower. For both caneberries, 
farm stands were the next most popular 
marketing method. However it was some-
what more popular with raspberry grow-
ers (47 percent) compared to blackberry 
growers (36 percent). Farmer’s markets 
were used by around one quarter of the 
respondents. Selling to small wholesal-
ers was the most popular method of 
wholesale marketing, followed by selling 
to large wholesalers and processors. 
Raspberry growers were more likely to 
sell to small wholesalers and blackberry 
growers were more likely to sell to large 
wholesalers and processors. Other mar-
keting methods included selling to local 
schools and selling online.

The popularity of different marketing 
methods varies by region. The table above 
describes the percentage of growers in 

Caneberry Growers Using Each Marketing Method

Caneberries Grown in 2020

Region
Farm 
Stand U-Pick

Farmer’s 
Market

Wholesale 
(small)

Wholesale 
(large) Processor Other

Canada 60 0 0 20 40 0 0
Mid-Atlantic 30.8 46.2 30.8 38.5 0 15.4 7.7
Midwest, east of the Miss. 71.4 64.3 35.7 14.3 3.6 10.7 0
Midwest, west of the Miss. 37.5 62.5 50 25 12.5 25 12.5
Northeast 37.5 50 12.5 25 0 12.5 0
Pacific Coast & West 30.8 46.2 23.1 23.1 7.7 23.1 7.7
Southeast 28 44 20 12 24 4 8
Southwest/South 26.1 78.3 21.7 8.7 8.7 4.3 4.3

Sales Methods by Region and Market (%)

Note: Percentages sum to more than 100 because most respondents used more than one marketing method.

NARBA very much appreciates the massive amount of work by Daniel Tregeagle for this 
year’s survey design and analysis.  Thank you also to Leah English and Jennie Popp, Uni-
versity of Arkansas. This year’s survey was built on the framework they created for the 
2018 survey and this report incorporates some wording from the 2018 report.  
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Briefly Speaking
By Tom O’Brien
As we start to resume activities and move towards 
normalcy, we hope that the worst of the coronavirus 
pandemic is behind us. Growers in the United States 
are harvesting blackberries and the Mexican harvest 
has ended. Caneberry harvest season will continue to 
sweep north over the summer. Everyone has been im-
pacted by the pandemic and growers have had to adapt, 
with social distancing in the field, enhanced employee 
education on COVID-19, daily monitoring of worker 
health, limits on the number of customers at pick-your-own farms, new procedures 
for farm-stands and markets, and other adjustments that make it even more difficult 
to earn a living as a grower. We are very appreciative of all who have provided sound, 
practical advice to help our growers, and all farmers, during this difficult period. We 
especially want to thank the agricultural extension services and associated ag schools 
around the country who have been pro-active with guidance and educational materials.

Consumer demand is holding firm for fresh fruit and produce, including blackberries 
and raspberries. This is good news since there were concerns that consumers would 
pull back from buying the more expensive fresh fruit such as berries, but it appears 
that consumers still recognize the value that berries provide. 

This issue reports on NARBA’s periodic raspberry and blackberry pricing survey, last 
conducted in 2018. This year, the survey included some COVID-19 specific questions to 
better understand how the coronavirus is impacting growers. While we set a deadline 
for participating in order to get a report in this newsletter (and to other survey partici-
pants) in time for it to be useful this harvest season, we’re actually keeping the survey 
open and will take another look later in the season. So, if you failed to participate, you 
still can – and you can still encourage others to do so as well. Here’s the link: https://
ncsu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cIVQbVyaGsI23BP (or find it in one of the survey 
reminders emailed to you.)

We have started the initial planning for our 2021 conference, will be in the Maryland 
suburbs close to Washington, DC during the last week of February. We received com-
ments about our recent conference in St. Louis that we discussed at our most recent 
Executive Council conference call and are in the process of gathering ideas for topics 
and speakers for sessions. If you have suggestions, please pass them on to Jill Bushakra 
at jillb.narba@gmail.com. Our conference planning committee will be reaching out to 
those in the greater Washington, DC region to help us with the conference. Currently, 
we are assuming a typical NARBA conference schedule, along with time to make ap-
pointments to meet with your elected representatives in Congress. 

However, we are closely watching the coronavirus situation and how other organiza-
tions are planning their conferences for late this year into 2021, and we are also devel-
oping Plan B, Plan C and maybe even a Plan D if holding a normal conference proves 
inadvisable. Our Executive Council will decide in the fall if it looks like the coronavirus 
may impact how we should conduct our 2021 conference.

I hope that everyone has a great 2020 harvest, prices hold, consumers buy more ber-
ries, and our country continues the process of returning to normalcy. But we all recog-
nize that normal may look different for a long time. Please stay safe, stay healthy, and 
eat more berries!

   Tom O’Brien
   NARBA Vice President and Region 5 Representative
   O’Brien Family Farm, Coats, NC

E V E N T S
Most events, workshops, and field days 
in the coming months are being canceled 
or moved online Watch your email for 
notices of webinars and online events as 
organizers come up with creative solu-
tions to social distancing.
Visit www.raspberryblackberry.com for 
our most up-to-date list of events. To have 
events of interest to our members or the 
public listed, contact the NARBA office. 

The BRAMBLE is a quarterly publica-
tion of the North American Raspberry 
& Blackberry Association (NARBA), and 
is a benefit of membership in the as-
sociation. For membership information, 
a sample copy, reprint permision, and 
advertising rates, contact 

NARBA
197 Spring Creek Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312 USA
Phone: 919-542-4037
Fax: 866-511-6660 (toll-free)
info@raspberryblackberry.com
www.raspberryblackberry.com

The Bramble © NARBA 2020

North American 
Raspberry & Blackberry 

Conference
February 21-25, 2021

Gaithersburg, Maryland 
(near Washington, DC) 

At the DoubleTree by Hilton Washing-
ton DC North/Gaithersburg. Mark your 
calendar, and hope that this conference 
can go ahead as scheduled! 
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COVID-19 Resources 
On our website, NARBA provides links to 
many COVID-19 resources we think are of 
particular interest to our members. Find 
them here:  
www.raspberryblackberry.com/covid-
19-resources/ 
There is also a link to that page at our 
home page.

For Ag Employers
NEW: The CDC has recently created an 
Agricultural Employer Checklist for 
Creating a COVID-19 Assessment and 
Control Plan It’s a clear and comprehen-
sive checklist of recommendations for 
controlling for infection, and for what to 
do in the event of a positive on the farm, 
and a great tool for assessing where you 
are in the process of implementing the 
changes you make. Find it at: www.cdc.
gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communi-
ty/pdf/Agricultural-Employer-checklist.
pdf or at the NARBA COVID-19 page.

For PYO
Our COVID-19 page includes PYO Recom-
mendations from eight different states, 
chosen partly because they are clearly 
written and well-organized.  Be sure also 
to check to see whether your state has 
specific rules and requirements; some 
states may not even allow PYO.

One of the best and most compren-
sive of these is the guidance developed at 
Cornell University n New York, adopted as 
well by many other New England states.  

Here are a few excerpts:
Getting Started

For this U-Pick season during the CO-
VID-19 pandemic, you will need to do the 
following:
•  Develop a communication strategy to 

inform customers about new COVID-19 
farm practices.

•  Eliminate any entertainment and pic-
nicking activities to reduce congregat-
ing on the farm.

•  Provide additional handwashing and 
hand sanitizing opportunities for cus-
tomers.

•  Post signs to emphasize physical dis-
tancing and hand sanitation.

•  Redesign customer flow to maintain 
physical distance.

•  Separate and redesign check-in and 
check-out.

•  Train your employees on new COV-

ID-19 procedures and policies.
•  Add employees to separate weighing of 

produce from payment and to help with 
customer management in the field.

•  Stay up-to-date on current COVID-19 
recommendations from your state de-
partments of agriculture and health.

Check-in Process and   
Picking Containers
• Designate a one-way aisle to enter the 

check-in area and post signs to encour-
age 6-foot separation while waiting.

• If the field is full, encourage customers 
to wait in their cars. [Some farms are 
scheduling PYO appointments.]

• Provide hand washing stations (soap, 
water, single use towels) or hand sani-
tizer (60% ethanol or 70% isopropyl) 
for customers as they enter the check-in 
area

• Provide new containers (quarts or 
buckets) for picking to eliminate the 
need for sanitizing scales and hands 
between customers at check-in.

• If you choose to allow customers to use 
their own containers, then:
• Instruct employees on maintaining-

physical distance.
• Have customers place their container 

on the scale and 
step back.

• Tape the weight 
on the container.

• Have the custom-
er remove their 
own container.

• Sanitize scale 
platform be-
tween custom-
ers.

• If you provide 
reusable picking 
containers (e.g., 
buckets), these 
must  be cleaned 
with soap and 
water and sanitized 
between customers 

Protecting 
Employees and 
Family Members 
When Interacting 
with Customers  

NYS has issued 
guidance that all em-
ployees who inter-
act with the public 
must wear cloth face 

coverings and observe the 6-foot physical 
distance. You may have family members 
that are interacting with the public. These 
recommendations apply to them as well 
as those paid to work on the farm.
• Emphasize hand washing and sanita-

tion as recommended for food safety in 
general
• Upon arriving at work, before and af-

ter eating, after using the restroom.
• Provide training on how to properly 

wash hands.
• Emphasize hand sanitation between 

customers.
• Provide employees with cloth face cov-

erings and gloves.
• Instruct employees on proper use, 

storage, and washing of a face cover-
ing (see https://bit.ly/3cHU1tr and 
https://bit.ly/34YQHHy

• Emphasize hand washing before ap-
plying and after removal.

• Avoid touching cloth, handling by ear 
bands only.

• Instruct employees on proper use of 
disposable gloves for when dealing with 
customers or when using gloves as PPE 
during sanitation practice.t
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813.752.5111
GrowerInfo@WishFarms.com

Narba
Proud members of
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Summer
Caneberry Chores

This list was developed by Dr. Gina Fer-
nandez, Small Fruit Specialist at NC State 
University, and reviewed and revised with 
the assistance of Dr. Marvin Pritts at Cor-
nell. Chores and timing may be somewhat 
different in your area or for your cropping 
system. For detailed recommendations for 
the Pacific Northwest, subscribe to The 
Small Fruit Update. (See www.nwberry-
foundation.org/sfu.html. At the bottom of 
the current issue is a link to subscribe.)
Plant growth and development

 � Fruit development.
 � Rapid primocane growth.
 � Floricanes fruit and begin to senesce.

Pruning and trellising 
Floricane-fruiting raspberries:

 � May need to adjust primocane num-
bers if canes are too thick (i.e. remove 
less vigorous primocanes at their base)

 � Train primocanes to the trellis.
 � Pinch black raspberry primocanes at 
3-4 feet tall to promote lateral growth. 

Primocane-fruiting raspberries:
 � Train primocanes within a trellis to 
hold canes erect.

Erect floricane-fruiting blackberries:
 � In warm climates with a long growing 
season, tip the new primocanes when 
they are about 6-12 inches below the 
top wire of the trellis to encourage 
lateral branching. Continue tipping at 
monthly intervals to maintain desired 
branching and height of canopy (later-
als should reach top wire). Apply fun-
gicide after tipping to minimize Cane 
Blight (Leptosphaeria coniothyrium) 
infection.

 � In colder climates, tip primocanes once 
when they are about 3-4 feet tall to en-
courage lateral branching. 

 � Prune out spent floricanes after they 
have produced fruit; remove weak pri-
mocanes. 

 � Train primocanes to trellis to minimize 
interference with harvest. Shift or V 
trellises make this relatively easy.

Trailing floricane blackberries:
 � Train new primocanes to middle of 
trellis, on the ground in a weed-free 
area, or temporarily to trellis outside of 
fruiting area (depends on trellis type).

 � If necessary, prune out excessive pri-
mocane growth.

 � Remove spent floricanes after harvest.
Erect primocane-fruiting blackberries:

 � Tip canes twice: soft tip once at .5 m (1.5 
ft) and then soft tip the laterals at .5 m. 

Weed management
 � Mow along side of row to maintain the 
width of the bed to 3-4 feet. 

 �Weed growth can be very vigorous at 
the same time as the crop peaks. 

 �Weed control is best done earlier in the 
season before harvest commences. 

 � Mow middles regularly to allow pick-
ers to move through rows easily.

Insect and disease scouting   
(these will vary by region)

 � Pay particular attention to the likeli-
hood that spotted winged drosophila 
(SWD) may be present in your fields 
this year. This pest is very attracted to 
blackberry and raspberry fruit, par-
ticularly later in the season. Consult 
your local entomologist for updates on 
scouting methods and occurrences. 

 � Scout for insects 
 � Spotted winged drosophila
 � Raspberry crown and cane borer 
(canes girdled and wilt)

 � Psyllid 
 � Two-spotted spider mite
 � June beetle
 � Japanese beetles
 � Stink bugs
 � Fire ants

 � Scout for diseases 
 � Botrytis
 � Orange felt (orange cane blotch) 
(blackberry)

 � Sooty blotch (blackberry)
 � Orange rust
 � Late leaf yellow rust (be sure to dis-
tinguish from orange rust as control 
is different)

 � Powdery mildew
 � Double blossom (blackberry)
 � Cane blight (blackberry)

 � If virus symptoms are present, affected 
plants may need to be rogued out to 
prevent spread

Water management
 � Raspberry and blackberry plants need 
about 1-2 inches of water/week; this 
amount is especially critical during 
harvest. 

 � For blackberries (not raspberries) in 
warmer climates only, consider install-
ing an overhead system for evapora-

tive cooling to reduce sunscald. Turn 
on once or twice a day from 10 am to 3 
pm for short periods of time (approx. 
15 minutes) at mid-day only. 

 � Give plants a deep irrigation after har-
vest.

Nutrient management
 � Take leaf samples after harvest and 
send to a clinic for nutrient analysis. Do 
not fertilize with nitrogen at this time 
of the year in the northern production 
regions. 

 � Blackberry growers in the South: give 
plants additional nitrogen after har-
vest. Check with your local Extension 
Service for recommendations.

Harvest and marketing
The busiest time of the year for a black-
berry or raspberry grower is the harvest 
season. Each plant needs to be harvested 
every 2-3 days. For larger plantings, that 
means fruit is picked from some part of 
the field every day of the week.

 � Make COVID-19 plans for your farm, 
addressing issues such as worker 
health, social distancing, customer 
communication, etc.  NARBA has com-
piled a list of resources on our website 
at https://www.raspberryblackberry.
com/covid-19-resources/. Be sure to 
find out and follow any specific re-
quirements for your state or locality.

 � Pick blackberries when shiny black for 
shipping. Those that are dull black are 
fully ripe and suitable for PYO only.

 � Pick directly into clamshells with ab-
sorbent pads, or for PYO use clean 
cardboard flats, take-home baskets, or 
sanitized re-usable containers.

 � Keep harvested berries in shade and 
move into coolers as soon as possible 
to lengthen the shelf life of the fruit.

 � Use forced-air precoolers for optimal 
removal of field heat.

 � Store at 32° to 34°F and 95% relative 
humidity.

 � Freeze excess fruit for jam, juice, or wine.

Got Dry Weather?
Recently it’s been wet in the Southeast, 
but very dry in many other parts of the 
country. Here’s an excellent resource 
on Caneberry Irrigation, from Dr. 
Brent Black, et al, at Utah State Univer-
sity: https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/
extension_curall/1696/  and on our 
website in the Resources for Growers 
section. 
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YOUR PARTNER FOR
EXCELLENT SERVICE
Join our close-knit family of

the best growers in the world

Giumarra offers world class logistics,
transportation, and marketing services

to a select group of very special
growers from around the globe.

To learn more about how to
join the Giumarra family,

please contact:

Tom Richardson
562.308.5480

Tom.Richardson@giumarra.com

Alan Abé
610.268.0286

Alan.Abe@giumarra.com

Giumarra.com • NaturesPartner.com
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berries may sometimes be reported as 
half-pints or pints. In addition, “oz.” can 
mean either volume or weight, while a 
“gallon” is not actually a legitimate mea-
sure of a dry material like berries, only of 
liquids, and there are also great differ-
ences in how high buckets or cups are 
mounded up. However, for this analysis, 
we assumed volume measures were 
comparable (e.g. one pint equals two half-
pints), and that a pint of berries weighs 
3/4 pounds. We also excluded flats from 
this analysis, since their price and compo-
sition were highly variable.
Average prices: Across all regions and 
marketing channels, blackberries sold 

each region using each method.  
Acres in production: The average cane-
berry farm in our survey had around 4 
acres in caneberry production, with the 
smallest grower reporting 0.02 acres of 
caneberry production and the largest 
grower reporting 100 acres. The distri-
bution of acreage was similar between 
blackberries and raspberries. The major-
ity of respondents had one to ten acres of 
caneberries. 
Years in caneberry production: Our 
respondents have a wide range of ex-
perience, ranging from respondents in 
their first year of caneberry growing 
to a respondent with 70 years experi-
ence growing raspberries. On average, 
they had ten years of experience grow-
ing blackberries and 16 years growing 
raspberries. About 80 percent of the 
Canadian and 60 percent of the Northeast 
and Pacific Coast/West respondents have 
more than ten years of experience. In the 
Midwest–west of the Mississippi, South-
east, and Southwest/South more than half 
of respondents have five or fewer years 
of experience. The Northeast and South-
east regions had the most new growers: 
around one quarter of respondents have 
only one to two years experience.  
Sales units: We did not ask growers to 
convert their prices into a common unit 
(e.g., pounds) which would have made 
averaging and comparisons easier, but 
instead asked them to report prices in the 
units they sold in. Averages and compari-
sons are difficult to make with confidence. 
Clamshells containing 6 oz. or 12 oz. of 

Pricing & Marketing 
Survey Report
Continued from page 1

Region
Farm 
Stand U-Pick

Farmer’s 
Market

Wholesale 
(small)

Wholesale 
(large) Processor Other

Blackberries
Canada 7.33 3.33 6.67
Mid-Atlantic 6.61 4.71 6.08 4.27 2.83 --
Midwest – east  6.51 3.86 7.33 5.33 2.83 4.00
Midwest – west 5.07 3.5 5.99 4.53 4.20 2.75 3.50
Northeast 4.00 6.67
Pacific Coast/West 10.67 3.08 9.33 7.47 0.53 3.72
Southeast 5.67 4.35 7.93 3.67 5.63 1.5 9.03
Southwest/South 4.52 4.02 5.75 3.5 6.66

Raspberries
Canada 7.11 5.00 5.00 6.67
Mid-Atlantic 8.61 5.59 7.44 7.00 3.33 3.33
Midwest – east  7.19 5.09 7.44 6.11 3.33  
Midwest – west 7.33 5.83 5.33 4.00 4.00  
Northeast 6.67 4.5 5.33 7.17 4.5 6.67
Pacific Coast/West 5.00 3.17 8.00 7.47  
Southeast 5.00 4.00 7.33 5.83
Southwest/South 5.00 4.17 8.00  

Average Prices in Each Region by market type ($/pound)

Number of Years Growers Have Had the Same Prices

for an average price of $4.67 per pound 
and raspberries sold for an average price 
of $5.82 per pound. There was moderate 
variation in these prices across regions, 
with average prices for blackberries rang-
ing from $4.02 per pound in the Pacific 
Coast and West to $6.13 per pound in 
Canada, and average prices for raspber-
ries ranging from $4.39 per pound in the 
Pacific Coast and West to $6.52 per pound 
in the Mid-Atlantic. There was substan-
tial variation in prices across market-
ing methods with average Farm Stand 
prices for blackberries reaching as high as 
$10.67 per pound and as low as $0.53 per 
pound for processing, both in the Pacific 
Coast and West. For Raspberries, average 
prices ranged from as high as $8.61 per 
pound at Farm Stands in the Mid-Atlantic, 
and as low as $3.17 for U-Pick raspberries 
in the Pacific Coast and West.

For most growers, these prices have 
been stable, with 76 percent of black-
berry growers and 68 percent of rasp-
berry growers reporting that their prices 
are the same as last year. For blackberry 
growers, 19 percent reported that their 
prices are higher this year than last year, 
and only five percent reported that their 
prices are lower. For raspberry growers, 
32 percent of respondents reported that 

Continued on next page
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-  Labeled for two (2) treatments:
Additional protection for
High-Density production

-  Moisture Resistant –
Paraffi nized Pellet

-  Labeled for preventative
perimeter broadcast
and bait station treatment*

Voles gnaw on roots and tree trunks (girdling) causing 
disruption of the tree’s fl ow of nutrients and water.

Learn More

Protect Your Orchard

888-331-7900 • www.liphatech.com

Meadow vole.

High-Density Orchards Require
Intensive Vole Management with

EFFECTIVE
VOLE CONTROL

* to border areas and buffer strips adjacent to crops. Not labeled for broadcast in CO, FL, NY or VT.
Do not apply directly to food or feed crops except as specifi ed on the label.

their prices are higher this year than last 
year, and no growers reported that their 
prices are lower. For growers who report 
the same price this year as last year, the 
majority have kept these prices for two to 
three years.
Effects of COVID-19 on sales: COVID-19 
has had a serious impact on all aspects of 
life, and caneberry production and sales 
are no exception. We asked growers to 
estimate how their customer volume, 
sales per customer, and total sales have 
changed this year compared to ‘normal’. 
There are some interesting patterns in 
these data that we are still analyzing and 
will include in the full report. 

Comments from Growers
Several questions in the survey asked re-
spondents to enter text comments. While 
we originally thought to include a check-
list of possible COVID-19 adjustments, 
instead we decided to let respondents 

Pricing & Marketing 
Survey Report
Continued from page 7

highlight whatever aspects they chose in 
their own words. Below is just a selection 
of these comments. 
What adjustments are you making  
for COVID-19?
• Separate check-in and check-out sta-

tions. Extra cleaning/sanitizing, social 
distancing. Customers will be supplied 
new pulp pints in new cardboard trays 
(charge of $1.00 per tray is new this 
year), no reuse of trays or pulp pints). 
Installing handwashing stations (one at 
entrance and one at porta-potty); have 
used hand sanitizers in past. Encour-
aging small groups. We will switch to 
electronic payments.

• Asking people to wear a mask at the 
stand and one car at the stand at a time.

• I haven’t yet sold any berries, but I sus-
pect my two restaurant buyers will de-
crease purchases and my farmers mar-
ket customers will increase purchases. 
Depending on demand, I might sell only 
1/2 pints to maximize sales and please 
maximum number of customers.

• Specific COVID-19 signage in multiple 
locations. 

• Added COVID-19 specific health train-
ing along with normal food safety train-
ing for everyone. 

• Following state guidelines for re-
opening: recommend wearing masks, 
parents keep kids with them, observe 
social distancing. All employees wear 
masks.

• Because we have to limit the number 
of customers in the patch, it actually is 
more difficult to get the berries picked 
as quickly as we normally would. This 
is a young patch of berries, so we could 
get many more customers if we didn’t 
have to limit the number in the patch. I 
do not request that my customers wear 
face masks. I let them monitor them-
selves. Social distancing works best.

• Sanitizing more, keeping the field clean, 
and limiting crowds at the farm by 
implementing by-appointment-only.

• No adapting.
• We have more experience with straw-

berries than blackberries given we just 
started picking blackberries yesterday. 
As a result, some of my answers are 
more related to strawberry season. We 
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continued next page

are implementing a scheduling system 
to gain access to the field due to COVID. 
We are charging $3.00 per person to 
gain field access and limiting the total 
number of guests that can be in the field 
at one time. That influenced our deci-
sion to keep blackberry pricing flat. We 
did not offer strawberry PYO this spring 
and increased pricing in our store to 
$35 per flat of eight 1-pound contain-
ers. Demand was huge. I need PYO 
blackberries to operate this summer 
because I do not have enough labor to 
harvest both them and my peach crop.

• Selling by the container this year in-
stead of by the pound but the prices 
for the boxes we are selling are ap-
proximately the same as if the customer 
filled the box and paid by the pound.

Do you have any COVID-19 advice  
to share?
• Follow specific advice of your state 

extension services and ag schools. Find 
the information which is readily avail-
able online including at NARBA website, 
understand it, apply it, and then figure 

out how to do all of this and still be 
profitable. Even during this pandemic 
consumers want high quality healthy 
food and are buying berries at what are 
good prices for the growers. Be thank-
ful that consumer demand is remaining 
strong so far.

• Follow CDC advice. This is no joke. If 
your harvest crew gets COVID-19 you 
may get shut down and lose your entire 
harvest.

• Keep people informed on social media 
about your changes before season starts

• Selling by the box reduces interaction 
between your staff and the customer 
but also guarantees you get the most 
money for your crop because they buy 
the box whether they fill it or not

• Just follow CDC guidelines, use common 
sense and make your customers feel 
safe at your farm.

• Respect the needs of each individual 
visitor. Practice social distancing and 
make the farm experience fun and 
enjoyable. Try and limit multiple touch 
surfaces.

• Follow science & be safe.
Additional Comments
• The farmers markets I attend have 

launched pre-order pre-payment on 
the internet in response to COVID-19 
and it has proven quite successful in the 
six weeks it’s been in operation. The 
expectation is that this system, coupled 
with pre-pandemic customer brows-
ing and buying, will continue even after 
the pandemic is over because it boosts 
overall sales.

• I would be interested in learning how 
pack houses are handling COVID. I 
know the meat packing industry has 
had many issues of outbreaks and I 
have heard of a few in the fruit industry. 
I have not seen any operating guidelines 
in the trade journals yet. I’m curious 
how employees are most at risk and 
what are the best safety measures to 
implement. It appears this is a greater 
risk area than employees working out-
doors harvesting.

• Sales of blackberries this year have 

The Best Berry Plants Since 1932

•   Excellent  Customer  Ser�ice
•   Wide  Variet�  Selection 
•   Technical  Suppor�
•   Complete Lab Facilit� for 
     Tissue Cult�re & Vir�s Indexing

41 River Road   South Deerfield  MA  01373   
 413.665.2658

noursefarms.com         info@noursefarms.com
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Join our family of growers
Contact Ken Hopps: Ken@sun-belle.com 

708-343-4545 
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What Causes Red 
Drupelets? 
Edited from a recent post on the Team 
Rubus Blog, by Gina Fernandez, Hannah 
Burrack and Penny Perkins-Veazie and in 
consultation with multiple experts around 
the world. 
Usually all the drupelets on a ripe black-
berry fruit are uniformly black. However, 
sometimes the fruit can have drupelets 
that are white, tan or red. 

The focus of this post is to discuss the 
occurrence of red drupelets in blackberry 
fruit. This reddening can occur after and 
before fruit is harvested. There are sev-
eral known causes of red drupelets and 
some conditions that are speculation. No 
matter what the cause, excessive amounts 
of red drupelets can result in rejection of 
fruit in wholesale markets. 

For a discussion of white and tan 
drupelets, see https://teamrubus.
blogspot.com/search?q=white+drupelet. 
After harvest
Reversion is the most common cause of 
red drupleets. Drupelets are black at har-
vest and turn red after harvest.

What is known: Research conducted 

been excellent. We went through straw-
berry sales, and they were definitely 
better than last year. Blackberries are 
following suit. Seems more people want 
fresh fruit, and are also trying their 
hand at making cobblers and also mak-
ing jam. Also, the customers appreciate 
a trip out to the farm to see where their 
fruit and produce come from. More 
people say they will be buying local this 
year.

• Many of the adjustments could become 
SOP in the future.

A few of the more discouraged comments: 
• This is the last year I will grow black-

berries. Foreign market price has made 
it impossible to grow blackberries at a 
profit. Between weather disasters and 
pricing that hasn’t changed in 40 years 
we can’t even make it worth growing 
any more even with large acres. Higher 
labor cost and overall input cost have 
driven me out of the business. America 
wants cheap food at any cost to the 
economy and the people that have sac-

Pricing & Marketing 
Survey Report
Continued from previous page

rificed their lives to give it to them.
• Mexico dumped blackberries on the 

market for $5.50 a flat. American Farm-
ers can’t survive at these prices.

• Our prices are low in our minds as we 
compete with low price imports and 
bigger specialty market fruit stands, 
little guys like us are retiring from the 
fresh fruit market and now we now 
use most of our fruit in our own fruit 
winery !

• Our blackberries are just starting to 
bloom. In past years, we had berries 
setting at this time. We have had cool 
weather and a lot of rain, this year.

• On April 18 we had a temperature of 26 
during the night which resulted in ap-
proximately an 80% loss in our produc-
tion of blackberries this year 2020.

And some positive comments for the last 
word:
• I really think our business will increase 

as people love to be outdoors away 
from the virus.

• Local farm stands in our area are dou-
bling sales over previous years.

• This will be our greatest year ever!
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pdf_file/0015/1110435/Blackberry-red-
drupelet-fact-sheet-2017.pdf 
Before harvest
Redberry mite. (Redberry disease). Fruit 
that are infected with Redberry mites 
have drupleets that never turn black. Red 
drupelets are hard.

What is known: The mites inject a 
toxin into the base of the drupelets and 
as a result, the drupelets fail to develop 
normally. Redberry mites are uncom-

Basic Recommendations 
for SWD Management 
From the Massachusetts IPM Berry Blast, 
June 19, 2020
Monitor with Traps: This is a good prac-
tice for earlier in the season to determine 
when SWD has become active in a loca-
tion.  Later in the season traps may not 
provide useful information.  SWD pres-
ence should be assumed in fields with 
susceptible fruit.  

However, monitoring traps in sprayed 
fields can help verify the effectiveness of 
your spray program.  
Good Harvest Practices: Remember to 
harvest frequently (daily if possible), and 
thoroughly and avoid allowing fruit to fall 
to the ground if possible. Training har-
vesters and/or PYO customers to pick cull 
fruit into a separate container (with some 
incentive) can reduce the amount of cull 
fruit left in the field.
Postharvest Fruit Handling: Transport 
harvested fruit as quickly as possible to 

refrigeration. Holding fruit at 32-33˚F can 
arrest the development of any egg/larvae 
that may be present in the fruit and main-
tain fruit quality.
Spray Practices: Spray recommended 
materials (organic or conventional) on 
a tight schedule (5-7 days) once crop is 
ripening and SWD have been confirmed at 
or near the crop. Some recommend spray-
ing in the evening to increase residual 
efficacy because some materials degrade 
more quickly in sunlight. SWD may also 
be more active in the evening especially 
when the weather is very hot. 

Also, it is recommended to add 4-16 

oz Nu Film P/100 gal with all materials to 
improve SWD efficacy and, if it rains after 
you spray, re-apply a pesticide material. 
(Read the label for any re-application re-
strictions of the same material.)

Use only pesticides approved in your 
state and always read the label of any 
pesticide material to be sure of rates and 
restrictions.
Fruit Sampling: Sample fruit regularly 
during harvest and do salt flotation test 
to determine SWD larval presence and 
density.  This is an important practice 
to establish how well your management 
program is working and to prevent the 
sale of infested fruit to your customers.  
Those customers will be hard to win back.  
See an excellent how-to video at  www.
youtube.com/watch?v=TXij-udedqI. t

Subscription information for the 
IPM Berry Blast is available at https://
ag.umass.edu/fruit/publications/ipm-
berry-blast

mon in the eastern United States. If you 
suspect they are the cause of red drupe-
lets, samples should be submitted to your 
local plant disease and insect clinic for 
diagnosis.
Excessive rain. Red drupelets are soft 
and never turn black.

What is known: There have been re-
ports of significant red drupelet in parts 
of North Carolina this year in fruit that 
are otherwise ripe and ready to harvest. 
Many, but not all of the fields have tunnels 
over them. The cultivar Prime-Ark 45 is 
seeing most of this disorder this season 
on the floricane crop. We cannot confirm 
that the rain is causing the red drupelets; 
it is just our best guess at this time as the 
above (reversion and redberry mite) have 
been ruled out.
Viruses? Red drupelets have not been 
identified as symptoms associated with 
viruses to the best of our knowledge. t
See also the Research Report on page 13. 
Find the Team Rubus blog here: http://
teamrubus.blogspot.com/
USDA Standards for blackberries were 
recently revised to allow some degree of 
red drupelet in U.S. NO. 1 grade. See www.
ams.usda.gov/grades-standards/fresh-
dewberries-and-blackberries-grades-and-
standards. 

Red drupe in Prime-Ark 45 in North Caro-
lina this season, likely due to excessive rain, 
These drupes never turned black.

by Max Edgley from the University of Tas-
mania looked at several factors including 
nitrogen rates, physical damage during 
harvest and transportation to the cooler, 
air temperatures during harvest, slow 
or fast cooling of fruit after harvest. Key 
Findings from the University of Tasmania 
study:
• Physical damage (bruising, impact and 

fruit compression) during harvest and 
shipping is the main cause of red drupe-
let disorder

• High nitrogen fertigation during harvest 
can significantly increase the amount of 
fruit with red drupelet disorder post-
harvest

• Fruit core temperatures exceeding 23C 
(73F) at harvest significantly increase 
the amount of red drupelet post-harvest

• Harvest times, techniques, and shipping 
conditions can be manipulated to re-
duce incidence of red drupelet disorder

• A step-cooling process reducing the 
rate of cooling post-harvest has been 
effective in reducing incidence of the 
disorder

• Early season fruit is more prone to this 
disorder. 

For more information: www.utas.
edu.au/tia/research/research-projects/
projects/red-drupelets-on-blackberries2 
and www.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/
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VENTURI AIR 
SPRAYERS

 T  P  C  F  B , 
O  F ,  H  H OR

These sprayers were designed with unique distribution heads for ber-
ries. The narrow width allows for operating in the tight row spacings. The 
hoop house model has a cannon which sprays the "pole row". Both dis-
tribution heads have 6 double nozzles for spraying two half rows. Distri-
bution heads produce fog sized droplets that achieve total plant coverage.

FEATURES:
●  Cat. 1, 3-pt. hitch, PTO 540 R.P.M.
● High performance, precision balanced all steel centrifugal fan
● Special molded polyethylene fan housing 
● Translucent heavy walled polyethylene tank with lid, sump 
 and strainer basket
● Built-in overrunning clutch to protect the tractor and sprayer drive train
● Compact, rounded tank design permits traveling through vegetation 
 without damaging it
● Simple, ef cient "Dial-A-Rate", 15 position metering disc
● Agitation by liquid sparging tube & air from fan
● Low pressure spraying system - 15 to 40 PSI spraying pressure means 
 less maintenance for pumps and nozzles
● Capable of  application rates of  20 too 200 gallons per acre, depending 
 on row width
● Reachable controls from tractor seat, allows operator to switch liquid 
 from off  to right, left, or both sides spraying
● Built-in 6 gallon fresh water safety tank 
● Broad range of  Venturi distribution heads that produce 50 micron 
 droplets and are specially designed to match a variety of  foliage pro les

HOOP HOUSE

OPEN FIELD

Model No: Gallons Volume of Air Width H.P. Req'd Weight
P42N1-300-G 75 Gallons 2350 38" 18 H.P. 400#
P45N1-300-G 75 Gallons 3180 38" 32 H.P. 410#
Also can be used on 100 gallon sprayers

SPECIFICATIONS (Sprayer Only):

DISTRIBUTION HEADS:
Open Field Berries - Order 12 nozzle distribution head no. T6M2D..
Hoop House Berries - Order 12 nozzle distribution head no. T.6M+1C, 
which includes upper cannon assembly, shutter valve extension and 
12 nozzle plugs.

13477 Benson Ave.  Chino, CA 91710 
Ph:  909/548-4848  Fax:  909/548-4747

www.gearmore.com  sales@gearmore.com
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Investigating Field 
Approaches to Reducing 
Reversion in Blackberries
By Mark Bolda, UC Cooperative Extension, 
Santa Cruz County, Watsonville, CA

Rationale
Reversion, meaning the reddening of part 
or all of a blackberry fruit after harvest, 
has become a major problem for black-
berry growers across the United States 
who can lose up to 25% of their total crop 
to this phenomenon. What makes the 
issue particularly vexing is that growers 
simply do not know if reversion will hap-
pen, and only end up finding out after all 
the effort and expense of harvesting and 
shipping that their reddened fruit is no 
longer saleable and is rejected.

The direct cause of reversion seems 
to be linked to either overheating of the 
blackberry fruit or injury during harvest. 
While several post-harvest techniques, 
graduated cooling for example (Refer-
ences, 2), have shown much promise in 
reducing reversion, this study focuses on 
steps the grower can take in the field to 
do the same.

This study investigated several cul-
tural practices that have been suggested 
or tested by others – in particular by Tas-
manian blackberry reversion expert Max 
Edgely. Nitrogen management has shown 
to have an indirect influence to reversion 
(References, 2), with higher rates being 
correlated with more reversion. 

Additionally, as noted above, high am-
bient temperatures such as those found in 
the increasingly popular high tunnels have 
a direct influence on fruit reversion. Since 
tunnels can have temperatures upwards of 
20 degrees higher than outside, the modi-
fication of their influence on temperature 
would merit closer investigation.
Objectives: The objectives of this study 
were twofold: first to investigate modi-
fications of high tunnel culture by color 
and cover to reduce heat accumulation 
and ultraviolet light penetration during 
blackberry fruiting and second, inves-
tigate reductions of nitrogen fertilizer 
application through the irrigation tape 
during fruiting. Both of these cultural 
practices were looked at on their own and 
in combination.

Procedures 
A commercial planting of the popular 
primocane blackberry variety PrimeArk 
45, which is widely planted on the Central 
Coast in California and known to experi-
ence fruit reversion especially during the 
warmer temperatures of the late summer, 
was used for in this study.

Evaluation of Tunnel Management: 
Three types of tunnel management were 
used to test variations of temperature 
around the ripening fruit. 

Two attempts were made in the study 
to lower tunnel temperatures, with one 
treatment having a shadecloth cover 
placed over the regular plastic at the 
onset of fruiting and the other having 
a transparent blue plastic used instead 
of the regular clear plastic. Each tunnel 
replicate had its temperatures monitored 
with the placement of Hobo temperature 
loggers in the middle row of each tun-
nel, approximately 50 feet in from the 
entrance.

Evaluation of nitrogen use: With the 
hypothesis that lower applied nitrogen 
results in lower reversion of fruit, nitro-
gen use was modified in two variations, 
(half of what the grower applied and no 
nitrogen applied), along with the grower 
standard in the blue plastic and clear 

plastic covered tunnels, and only the 
grower standard quantity of nitrogen in 
the shadecloth covered tunnel. 

In the week of August 5, valves were 
placed on rows of blackberries which 
were designated to have a reduction in 
applied nitrogen use. One set of valves 
was to be closed for all nitrogen applica-
tion, and the other set alternated open 
and close so as to obtain a proximate re-
duction by half of applied nitrogen. Rows 
designated as grower standard had no 
valves and subsequently no reductions in 
nitrogen.

Net amounts of nitrogen used during 
the period from valve placement (week of 
August 5) to the end of harvest was 13.25 
lbs in the grower standard, 5.25 pounds 
in the ½ grower standard and 0 pounds 
in the 0 grower standard.

See below for a summary of treatments.

Evaluation of Effects on Fruit 
Volume and Reversion
Beginning on Sept 2, fruit was collected 
from plots of 5 feet long in each tunnel 
x nitrogen replicate making a total of 36 
plots harvested in the course of the study. 
Fruit once picked was weighed, counted, 
and then transported to a commercial 
cooler for storage overnight at 35 degrees 

Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Notes
Regular tunnel 0 nitrogen Standard clear tunnel plastic

½ GS nitrogen
GS nitrogen

Tunnel + shadecloth GS nitrogen Shadecloth placed at the onset of 
fruit maturation in late August.

Tunnel + blue plastic 0 nitrogen Blue tinted commercial tunnel 
plastic½ GS nitrogen

GS nitrogen

Timetable 
Time of Action Event
July, 2019 Plot set up (plot marking, placement of tem-

perature loggers)
First green fruit, week of 
August 5, 2019

Initial modification of nitrogen application

First mature fruit, August 
2019

Initial modification of tunnel – shadecloth place-
ment or venting

Week of Aug 5 – Oct, 2019 Continual modification of nitrogen application
September, 2019 Harvest of marketable fruit and fruit samples for 

reversion testing in the cooler.

 R E S E A R C H  R E P O RT

Table 1:  Tunnel and nitrogen treatments (GS = grower standard)
continued on page 15
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BEST ANGLE, INC.
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NARBA on YouTube
NARBA now has a YouTube channel as 
North American Raspberry & Blackberry 
Association. So far, it includes a few vid-
eos from our conferences and playlists 
grouped around production, cooking with 
caneberries, and farmer profiles. If there 
is a video featuring your farm you’d like 
us to include, please let us know. We also 
hope to start creating some video content 
of our own, perhaps combining video 
from several member farms and research 
sites; if you have video editing expertise 
or video footage to share, please contact 
the NARBA office. 

Go, Group! 
NARBA’s public Facebook group, Growing 
Raspberries and Blackberries, now has al-
most 3,500 members and currently adds 
10-20 new members almost daily.

First created in 2014, this group grew 
slowly and steadily over the years, reach-
ing about 2,400 at the beginning of March 
this year. Then, it really took off when 
interest in home gardening (and healthy 
eating) greatly increased due to the coro-
navirus pandemic – it’s grown 40% since 
early March.

Most group members are berry enthu-
siasts and home gardeners not other-
wise associated with NARBA, and there 
are many members from outside North 
America. See www.facebook.com/groups/
growingraspberriesblackberries. 

NARBA Members Connect
If you haven’t joined our Members Only 
Facebook group, why not?  You’re miss-
ing out on some great video and photos 
posted by members. And you’re also miss-
ing a chance to share what’s going on at 
your farm. Just search for it while you’re 
in Facebook and request to join.

More NARBA Social Media
We’re on Twitter! @raspblackassoc 
Help promote NARBA:  Please follow 
our NARBA Facebook page, put a link to 
www.raspberryblackberry.com on your 
own website, and share posts from our 
Facebook page with your own friends 
and customers. We look at your pages for 
shareable content for ours! t

in a standard clamshell crate arrange-
ment. Collection on 9/2 began at 9:30 am, 
10:00 am on 9/6, 9:30 am on 9/12, 10 am 
on 9/17, 11:45 on 9/19 and 10:30 am on 
9/24. Each collection took approximately 
two hours. After refrigeration overnight, 
fruit was held for a short time (approxi-
mately one hour) at room temperature 
and then evaluated for color reversion. 
Evaluation consisted of sorting fruit into 
three categories: black, slightly red and 
red.

Results and Discussion
Variation of nitrogen use did not result in 
any significant reduction in fruit rever-
sion. This is perhaps unsurprising, since 
the grower in this study adhered to stan-
dard practice of dramatically reducing 
nitrogen use during fruiting, thus creat-
ing very little variation in the amounts of 
nitrogen applied.

The use of blue plastic for the tunnel 
resulted in significantly lower amounts of 
fruit reddening than several other treat-
ments on 9/6, with rates of reddening of 
40% compared to 70-80% in the others. 
Blue plastic tunnels again had signifi-
cantly lower rates of reddening than two 
of the clear plastic treatments on 9/19, 
with blue or shaded plastic having rates 
of reddened fruit in the area of 30-40% 

compared to 70% in the other two. No 
differences in reddening were observed 
on other dates. Interestingly, these two 
dates on which significant reductions in 
reverted fruit were realized were not the 
hottest dates of the study, which perhaps 
points to a different source of this issue.

In this study, there were no differenc-
es in weights of harvested fruit in any of 
the treatments, signifying that any of the 
treatments used here, be they reductions 
of nitrogen use or tunnel plastic modifica-
tion, will not result in any reductions of 
fruit yield.

I sincerely thank our Community 
Education Specialist Valerie Perez for her 
selfless hours of help to this project, and 
growers John and Peter Navarro and Cal-
Giant for their collaboration in doing this 
study. Acknowledgments as well to the 
North American Raspberry and Blackber-
ry Association, who gave me the impetus 
to run the study. t
Referemces

1. Managing Red Drupelet Disorder 
Perennial Horticulture Fact Sheet Tasma-
nian Institute of Agriculture

https://horticulture.com.au/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2017/11/Managing-red-
drupelet-disorder.pdf

2. The effects of nitrogen fertiliser 
application rates on red drupelet disor-
der (reversion) in ‘Ouachita’ thornless 
blackberries grown under tunnels (Max 
Edgley) ISHS July 2017

Three categories of fruit evaluated for reversion after 24 hours in refrigeration. The ber-
ries at the far left are classified as very red, the middle group are classified as red, and the 
two berries at the far right are still black.  

Approaches to Reducing 
Reversion in Blackberries
continued from page 13



NARBA 2020 Officers and 
Executive Council 
President - Jim Jedele, Berry Hill Farm, 
12835 N. Territorial Rd., Dexter, MI 
48130, 734-475-1516, jljedele@yahoo.
com
Vice President -  Tom O’Brien,  O’Brien 
Family Farms, 97 Bailey Road, Coats, NC 
27521, 505-350-2121, obrientp@aol.
com
Treasurer - Chris Eckert, Eckert 
Orchards Inc., 951 South Greenmount 
Road, Belleville, IL 62220, 618-779-8646, 
chris.eckert@eckerts.com
Executive Secretary - Debby Wechsler, 
197 Spring Creek Rd., Pittsboro, NC 
27312, 919-542-4037, fax 866-511-6660, 
info@raspberryblackberry.com
Regional Representatives:
Region 1 (represents Canada, Europe) 
David Mutz, Berryhaven Farm, 320 Mt. 
Lehman Rd., Abbotsford, BC V4X 2L4, 
Canada, 604-308-6871, mutz_d@shaw.ca
Region 2 (represents CT, NH, NY, MA, ME, 
RI, VT) Courtney Weber, NYSAES, 630 W 
North St., Geneva, NY 14456, 315-787-
2395, caw34@cornell.edu
Region 3 (represents DC, DE, MD, NJ, PA, 
VA, WV) Ben Butler, Butler’s Orchard, 
22222 Davis Mill Rd., Germantown, 
MD 20876, 301-943-0721, Ben@
Butlersorchard.com

Region 4 (represents IN, KY, MI, OH, WI) 
Jim Jedele, Berry Hill Farm, 12835 N. Ter-
ritorial Rd., Dexter, MI 48130, 734-475-
1516, jljedele@yahoo.com
Region 5 (represents AL, FL, GA, LA, MS, 
NC, SC, TN) Tom O’Brien,  O’Brien Family 
Farms, 97 Bailey Road, Coats, NC 27521, 
505-350-2121, obrientp@aol.com
Region 6 (represents AR, IA, IL, KS, MO, 
MN, ND, NE, OK) Chris Eckert, Eckert Or-
chards Inc., 951 South Greenmount Road, 
Belleville, IL 62220, 618-779-8646, chris.
eckert@eckerts.com
Region 7 (represents AK, AZ, CA, CO, 
ID, HA, MT, NM, OR, TX, UT, WA, WY) 
Darren Sinn, ORBC, 9822 Saratoga Dr 
NE, Silverton, OR 97381, 503-310-1158, 
darren.sinn@wvfco.com
Region 8 (represents Mexico, & Central/
South America) Rigoberto Guerrero, 
Hortifruit S.A. de C.V., Av. Vellarta 6503 
Piso 7, 45010 Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico, 
52-33-1509-9200, rguerrero@hortifrut.
com
At Large: 

Scott Norman, Naturipe Farms, 1611 
Bunker Hill Way, Ste 250, Salinas, CA 
93906, 831-229-4126, snorman@  
naturipefarms.com 
Ken Hopps, Sun Belle, 3810 Rose Street, 
Schiller Park, IL 60176, 312-259-0220, 
khopps@sun-belle.com

Past President: 
Pierson Geyer, Agriberry Farm, 6289 
River Rd, Hanover, VA 23069, 804-514-
5955, pierson.geyer@gmail.com
North American Bramble Growers  
Research Foundation
The NARBA Executive Council serve as 
the Trustees of the Foundation.
Research Committee Co-Chairs: 
Jeff Chandler, MCREC, 455 Research  Drive, 
Mills River, NC 28759, 828-684-3562, Jeff_
Chandler@ncsu.edu 
Patrick Byers, University of Missouri 
Extension, 2400 S Scenic Ave, Springfield, 
MO, 65807, 417-881-8909, byerspl@
missouri.edu  
Conference Program Coordinator: 
Jill Bushakra, jillb.narba@gmail.com

NARBA office:
197 Spring Creek Rd., Pittsboro, NC 
27312, 919-542-4037, fax 866-511-6660, 
info@raspberryblackberry.com

North American Raspberry 
& Blackberry Association (NARBA)
197 Spring Creek Rd.
Pittsboro, NC 27312 USA

Working together to promote 
the production and marketing 
of raspberries and blackberries.

t
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MEMBERS:
Join our “NARBA Connect” members-
only Facebook group!


